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raeme Wynn is an outstanding academic and productive writer, but he is a modest person
and it is therefore both appropriate and a pleasure to review and parade some of his ideas
and writings. We need to do so not only to laud a researcher and teacher with a long and
outstanding career, but also—and perhaps more importantly—to remind ourselves of the positive
difference that a single scholar can make. In Graeme’s case, this has been not only to his discipline,
but also to other related fields of study, in addition to his impact on his university and as a
public intellectual. Graeme’s CV attests to the many prizes he has received, distinguished visitor
invitations, election to prestigious academies and positions within them, and to his remarkable
contribution to the teaching and administration of geography as a discipline of study.
In his CV, Graeme Wynn has described his academic career in the following way: “For
more than forty years, I have sought to understand human transformations of the earth.” These
two words—“human” and “transformations”—are portmanteaus freighted with contradictions,
complexities, histories, and, of course, geographies. To an understanding of many of these
elements, Graeme has done justice. Unlike many academics who explain their work as being
in the widest of fields but yet focus only on minutiae, Graeme’s achievement has been to keep
the larger perspective in mind while always interrogating its rich contextual detail. In the layers
of both scope and locality, he has made an immense contribution in a voluminous publication
record.
In reflecting on Graeme’s thinking and writing about environment and empire, we are left
in no doubt of his conviction that of those human transformations he seeks to understand, the
imperial period of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has been the most pivotal. The
impact of British imperialism captured his imagination in the 1970s when he first set out to examine
New Zealand and Australia and, since the 1980s, Canada.1 These early studies of segments of the
British world were seminal in first drawing his attention to how imperialism had transformed all
geographies, be they political, social, cultural, economic, and environmental. Graeme’s personal
biography itself straddles the British world of settler societies and he has written of these from
the inside out rather than of the British Empire per se from the outside in. Born in South Africa,
educated in England, a teacher in New Zealand, a researcher in Australia, and a resident, teacher,
and visiting professor in many places in Canada, the University of British Columbia primarily,
there is probably no single geographer with better personal experience of many elements of the
emerging modern British Commonwealth and its significant settler societies.
Geography is essentially a child, handmaid and catalyst of empire. In the nineteenth
century it transformed itself into a professional discipline with intellectual authority over
economic, environmental, social, political, and cultural evidence. By the end of that century, it was
“the queen of all imperial sciences . . . inseparable from state knowledge.”2 It was geopolitically
powerful, but inseparable also from knowledge of natural resources and their exploitation.3
Geography facilitated the exercise of political power, giving conceptual hegemony even where
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real control might be lacking, and—as was the case with the forests of Canada and the minerals of
southern Africa—economic hegemony as well. Graeme is aware of geography’s power, and that
of historical geography in particular with its twin and equal emphasis on space and time. This,
for him, is its essential and distinctive importance as a field of study.
Graeme has referred to settler societies as “containers” that absorbed hundreds of
thousands of British immigrants. Certainly, he has argued, they belong within the imperial frame,
but we need constantly to question that frame.4 Graeme’s understanding of the development
of European settlements overseas, the history of migration, and the connections between
environment and empire have been expressed in many of his publications, especially those
dealing with Canada and the exploitation of its natural resources.5 In doing so he has invigorated
imperial studies in historical geography by analysing the the tensions between margins and
periphery, imperial and colonial, as they ebb and flow. Graeme Wynn works at those ebbs and
flows, investigating the sub-imperialisms within settler societies at larger and smaller scales,
uncovering fresh complications, nuances, and human and environmental relationships. He is alert
to the many forms that imperialism may take, and he is well placed to consider varieties that may
be French, British Canadian, Pākehā, Boer, or even the capitalist imperialism of the United States.
Wynn’s ongoing project on the “Commonwealth of Scholarship” in British settler societies, in
many respects uniting Canada, South Africa, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand with Britain,
will certainly be a landmark in its analysis of the intellectual and disciplinary networks and the
exchange of ideas within this matrix of historical geography of common as well as distinctive
forms of imperialism.
Graeme’s work has always been rooted in locale and in studying the humans and natural
resources in them. Although in English-speaking circles the word empire immediately brings to
mind the British imperial and colonial project, the civilising mission, etc., within empire there are
sub-imperial thrusts, particularly from settler societies, of which Graeme is well aware and about
which he has written.6 I believe that this uncovering of the deeper layers and configurations of
sub-imperialisms is where one of his research strengths lies. As Graeme has recognised in his work
with Matthew Evenden, empires are also multi-manifestations (if there is such a word) of political
empires, but borders and boundaries between them are often porous, as they write “claimed and
contested . . . re-territorialised as national and imperial space.” Essentially imperial, colonial and
national boundaries cross-cut bioregional spaces and occlude what might be termed “naturally”
bounded demarcations like drainage basins, vegetation biomes, and ecological zones.7
The University of British Columbia appears to be a worthy nursery for eminent scholars
of empire. In his article in issue 4 of The Canadian Historical Review of 2014, Graeme paid tribute to
John McKenzie who was among the first historians deliberately to link imperialism and nature.
John, anxious to escape what he regarded as the confines of Britain, obtained his PhD from the
University of British Columbia after experiencing, in different ways, Glasgow, Zambia, and
London. He thus shares a cosmopolitan biography with Graeme Wynn. Reading Wynn’s article
which, in tribute to McKenzie, is sub-titled “Empires of Nature and the Nature of Empires,” I
doubt that Graeme would welcome being referred to directly as a scholar of empire, because
he has subverted it, in a sense, by concentrating on its effects on indigenous people and settlers
rather than analysing the empire as such.8 His contribution to The Illustrated History of Canada
reflects this ability to probe the interstices of empire, to consider its margins—New Zealand for
instance—and to draw from various histories, forestry being just one, the changing impact of the
imperial project on the landscape and on various human communities.9
It is appropriate that there was a panel presentation to celebrate Graeme’s contribution
to his discipline at the International Conference of Historical Geographers held in London in
July 2015 at the august premises of the Royal Geographical Society, with its resonances both of
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geography and empire. Much of the eminence of the Royal Geographical Society had to do with
the energetic and politically-minded president, Sir Roderick Murchison, who linked the society’s
geographic role with the scientific bureaucracy and political leadership, giving the public “an
authentic, though culturally conditioned, vision of the diversity of environments and cultures
into which their representatives were prying.”10 Graeme’s achievement has been to complicate
that cultural conditioning by considering the undercurrents that developed within the colonial
order among human communities that—in time—came to envisage their spaces, environments,
and their histories, differently.
Graeme has made his approach to his discipline quite clear. He readily accepts that
“historical geography has to evolve, and that its future form will likely be quite different from
its current and earlier manifestations.”11 This is so because, he believes (quoting Carl Sauer),
that the subject needs to be ruled by inquisitiveness, not by demarcating boundaries, policing
them and remaining within them. Scholars need to produce works that bring new perspectives
and that are read with excitement.12 This is, I consider, what he has achieved in his adventurous
interpretation of environment and empire in settler societies. He delights in the theoretical rigour
of historical geography on the one hand, and its specificity as an interpretive tool on the other.
Historical geography in Canada is distinctive and strong, thanks in part to Wynn’s contributions,
but he has enlarged and augmented it by considering the country within the wider ambit of
empire, thus venturing into historical waters that require an extended set of intellectual skills.
Historical geography is one of the broadest of fields, and Graeme’s focus has always included
the historiographical while never losing the particularities of space, time, and environment.13
Graeme is a self-reflective scholar, never losing sight of his own thinking in the maelstrom of
ever-changing disciplinary trajectories. Empire is the hanger on which Graeme hangs different
geographies and histories. These are not discrete: Graeme is carefully attuned to the changing
nature of space and, importantly, is bold in straddling the disciplines that consider it.14 Of these,
studies of places—such as empires, settler societies, and expanding nationalities—that form a
transnational network where disciplines intersect and multiply, and where transculturation is
vitally important; Graeme Wynn has become a master of many of them.15
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